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Need to 100% inspect  
critical tapped holes? 

Try this unique, field proven, 
measurement solution from SMAC. 
More than 1000 successful applications 
around the world using SMAC Linear 
Rotary Actuators.  
 
Successfully automates inspection 
procedures in  environments where 
conventional solutions fail. 

12 Month  
Product  

Warranty* 

Automatically checks for: 

 Oversized / undersized threads 

 Number of threads 

 Cross threads 

 Shallow / damaged threads 

 Thread depth 

 No thread or mis-located threads 

 Pitch clearance measurement 

 Thread chasing 

Provides real-time data capture and 
feedback. 
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Includes Easy-to-Use GUI 
for a simple setup 



 

Specifications subject to change without notice. 

SMAC Headquarters 
www.smac-mca.com 
5807 Van Allen Way, Carlsbad, CA 92008  
Tel: 760-929-7575 | Fax: 760-929-7588 
Email: info@smac-mca.com 

 

Regional Distributor   

Why Use SMAC Thread Inspection?  

Comparison with conventional solutions 

SMAC offers a FREE proof of concept at our in house lab. 
Feel free to send in the parts that need to be checked. 

Camera 
 Optical distortions 
 Requires consistent lighting = No shadows 
 Vibrations = Blur the images 
 Dirty environment (oil/coolant mist) = Poor image quality 
 Space constraint = Unable to inspect internal threads  
 

Laser 
 Reflective inaccuracies 
 Problems with textured and or certain colored surfaces 
 Only checks for thread presence on internal threads 
 
 

Eddy Current 
 Surface of the material must be accessible 
 The finish of the material may cause bad readings 
 Based on its level of conductivity 
 The depth of penetration into the material is limited (Especially thick cast parts and blind holes) 
 Expensive & fragile (ceramic core) probe tips ($300 - $500+ to replace) 

Linear with Rotary all in one device 

Real-time Feedback 

Graphical User Interface for 
a simple and quick setup. 

* One-time repair of any actuator which 
should fail to operate properly within a 
period of twelve months from the original 
date of shipment from SMAC factory. 


